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At Bradnam’s, you’ll find a range of products
designed to suit your home’s interior.

From staples such as classic, modern and designer shower screens, to versatile multi-application coloured
and image glass, and everything in between, Bradnam’s has got your home’s interior covered.
Turn the pages to discover how you can incorporate our beautiful range in your home.
The bathroom collection is divided into three ranges. While the frameless shower screens and mirrors are our
premium products, the entire collection is manufactured from high-quality materials for a superior finish and
performance.
Our versatile coloured and image glass creates beautiful spaces around the home when used as glass
splashback or wardrobe door panels. With a range of design options, the only limit is your imagination –
and we can even help with that.
The bedroom collection includes a range of wardrobe door options, as well as customisable interior shelving.
If you’re looking for a wardrobe that’s both functional and easy on the eyes, you can’t look past the
Bradnam’s range.

Carwin Homes
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Essential Shower Screens
Complete your modern bathroom with our easy-clean, stylish Essential shower screens.
Designed with convenience, aesthetics and performance in mind, these framed shower
screens are a popular choice for homeowners. Thanks to our multiple configurations, you’re
sure to find a shower screen to suit your bathroom.

Features
Lifestyle & Comfort
•	Convenient self-closing mechanism
•	Glazing system reduces the build up of mould and mildew

Design & Aesthetics
•	Square frame with a curved edge for a modern appearance
•	Minimal unsightly screws visible
•	Available in a range of frame colours including black

Performance & Reliability
Hinged Configurations
•	Water deflector strip and self-draining sill reduces the amount of water splashing out
Sliding Configurations
•	High-quality rollers ensure a smooth gliding action
•	Anti-lift feature makes sure doors don’t jump off the tracks

Concealed fixings for
a sleek, modern finish
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Self closing pivot
mechanism

Splash deflector strip

Signature Shower Screens
Enhance your bathroom with Bradnam’s Signature touch. Blending style, safety and
practicality, these semi-frameless shower screens add a modern, sleek finish to any
bathroom. Made from strong, 6mm safety glass that’s glazed to reduce mould and mildew,
our Signature shower screens are easy-maintenance and easy on the eyes.

Features
Bradnam’s Signature shower screens have all the features of the Essential shower screen
PLUS:
•	Discreet chrome handle does not distract from the ‘semi-frameless’ look
•	Chrome pivot blocks accentuate the beautiful design
(except for shower screens with black frames)
•	Glazed with 6mm safety glass for added strength

Discreet handle

Chrome covered pivot block

(except for shower screens with black frames)

6mm safety glass
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Frameless Shower Screens
The Frameless shower screen collection is Bradnam’s premium shower screen product.
Modern, practical and stunning, these shower screens are made from superior strength
10mm safety glass. And with no mould-prone tracks or channels and minimal risk of
corrosion or rust, they are also easy to maintain. Strong but elegant, they’re the perfect,
stylish luxury for any contemporary home.

Features
Lifestyle & Comfort
•	Easy to clean and maintain – no tracks or channels to encourage build up of mould
or mildew
•	Minimal risk of corrosion or rust

Design & Aesthetic
•	Luxurious, elegant design for the modern bathroom
•	Discreet chrome handle does not distract from the ‘frameless’ look
•	Standard chrome hinges accentuate the luxurious look
•	Minimal unsightly screws visible

Performance & Reliability
•	Glazed with 10mm safety glass for superior strength
•	Large, premium-quality hinges for trouble free operation of large panels

Premium quality fittings
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Discreet handle

Premium Quality | Superior Strength | Stunning Designs

Arden Vale Homes
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Framed Mirrors
Essential Mirror
Maximise feelings of spaciousness and add a stylish touch
to your bathroom with Bradnam’s Essential mirrors.
Available in a choice of contemporary frame colours
including black, our fully framed mirrors are stylish,
yet affordable.

Signature Mirror
Create the illusion of a frameless mirror while enjoying all
the benefits of a framed one with our Signature mirrors.
Designed with our unique micro-frame, these mirrors
are sturdy, stylish and chic. They can be installed in your
bathroom or strategically placed in other rooms to create
the illusion of openness and light.

Essential Frame

Signature Micro-Frame
Signature Mirror
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Frameless Mirrors
Add a touch of elegance and a generous dash of class to
your bathroom with Bradnam’s Frameless mirrors.
The perfect complement to our Frameless shower screens,
our Frameless mirrors are also a stunning stand-alone
feature.
Available in maxi sizes, they’ll transform any bare wall into
a splendid showcase that will have all your friends green
with envy.

Choose from a standard flat polished edge or
a 20mm bevelled edge for added elegance.

Bevelled Edge

Flat Polished Edge
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Coloured Glass
Ideal for splashback panels and wardrobe doors, Bradnam’s coloured glass range offers endless design possibilities. Strong, safe and vibrant, this glass is perfect for enhancing interior living spaces.
Have your heart set on a different colour? Bradnam’s can match any colour from the Dulux range. Ask your sales representative to learn more.
Featuring Bradnam’s coloured glass in your home couldn’t be easier.

Standard
4mm range*

Decorative
6mm range

PURE WHITE

COOL WHITE

DEEP BLACK

ZEN GREY

ANTHRACITE GREY

SILVER ALUMINIUM

LANDROVER
WHITE GOLD

SOFT WHITE

LINSEED

SANDSTORM

PALE BLUEBELL

ROYAL BLUE

PURE PEWTER

DEEP SPACE

BLACK

SEA SPRAY

BREEZE

HOT LIPS

JALAPENO

BLAST GREY NO.1

BLACK SPARKLE

* Only available in wardrobe doors

Have your heart set on a different colour?
Bradnam’s can match any colour from the Dulux colour range. Ask your sales representative to learn more.
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The colours displayed on this page are a guide only and
have been matched as close as possible to production
standards as modern printing processes allow. Due to the
nature of printing processes, some degree of colour and
gloss level variation will occur. Bradnam’s recommend the
viewing of a glass colour sample prior to order.

Image Glass
Utilising ceramic ink technology, Bradnam’s Image Glass offers the ability to digitally print full-colour patterns and images for use in wardrobe doors and splashback panels.
By backing the ceramic ink in as part of the toughening process, it is converted into a hard ceramic layer fused into the glass.
The result? A durable, scratch-resistant, vibrant, high-gloss and photorealistic finish.

Image Collection

Prefer to supply your own custom image?
This is more than possible. Speak with a Bradnam’s
sales representative for more information.

Graphic Design Service
Our highly experienced graphic designer will be involved in all
Image Glass orders. Whether you are selecting a stock image or
providing your own, rest assured that you will receive expert advice
and guidance.
Please note – The colour output of Image Glass may not precisely
match the colour output from digital files, as the colour profile used
in Image Glass is different from RGB and CMYK colour profiles.
A grain effect will be present on every Image Glass print.
WOODY ALLEN

SUBWAY TILES – 70X240

CALACATTA

WHITE WASH OAK

CITY LIGHTS

BLACK MARBLE
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Glass Splashbacks
Bradnam’s glass Splashbacks are the perfect way to add
a touch of colour to kitchens, bathrooms and other spaces
around your home.
Available on 6mm toughened safety glass, these panels
are suitable to be installed behind both gas and electric
cooktops. Our qualified sales representatives and expert
installers can easily customise panels to allow for power
points, range hoods, cut outs and more.

Sample Stock Images
White Wash Oak

Sea Spray
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Jalapeno

Landrover White Gold

Blast Grey No.1

Black Marble

Wardrobe Doors
Essential Wardrobe Doors
Transform a necessary bedroom element into an aesthetically
pleasing feature with our Essential wardrobe doors.
With large rollers and an easy to operate design, our
wardrobe doors slide smoothly along their easy-clean tracks.
Available in a wide range of infill options, including vinyl,
mirror, coloured glass and image glass, you’ll find an Essential
wardrobe door to suit every bedroom in your home.

Signature Wardrobe Doors
Smooth-gliding, and with stunning frameless-look doors
featuring mirrored, coloured or image panels, our Signature
wardrobe doors create a bold statement-point in any modern
bedroom.
Meshing functionality with aesthetics to create something
truly cutting-edge, they’re a must-have bedroom feature for
anyone looking to do something a little more exciting with their
bedroom spaces.

Features
•	Unobtrusive, low profile, easy to clean track
•	Frameless-look door panels create a modern appearance
•	Make bold design statements with coloured or image glass
panels
•	Optional discreet, slimline handles
•	Large rollers ensure smooth gliding action

Arden Vale Homes
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Wardrobe Shelving
In addition to taking care of your wardrobe doors, you can choose to have Bradnam’s
look after the interior of your wardrobe with a range of customisable shelving options.

Shelves
Sturdy shelving is a must for any wardrobe, so you’ll be glad to hear that Bradnam’s
has got you covered. With adjustable height options to suit your needs and
preferences, you can customise these shelves to suit you. Strong, durable and
spacious, they’re everything wardrobe shelving should be.
•	Superior strength with 16mm thick melamine
•	Standard maxi depth of 445mm provides plenty of storage space
•	Fixed and adjustable shelving options

Drawers
Strength and easy-sliding are the two things most people look for in wardrobe
drawers, so at Bradnam’s we’ve taken care of both these features – and added a few
extra ones. With their premium sizes and attractive handles, they’re a long-standing
bedroom favourite.
•	Superior strength and consistent appearance with Bradnam’s shelves thanks to
16mm thick melamine
•	Heavy-duty runners for trouble-free operation
•	Standard maxi depth of 445mm and width of 510mm for ample storage space
•	Stylish and easy-operate handle

Hanging Rails
No wardrobe is complete without hanging rails for shirts, dresses and other hanging
items. Bradnam’s hanging rails are manufactured from heavy-duty chrome.
•	Durable chrome oval hanging rails with white ends
•	Strong white pillars help hold heavy clothing loads

Peter Bell Homes
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Common Shelving Configurations
BIR 05
LIN 02

Top shelf, single hanging rail and one
bank of shelves/drawers

4x fixed shelves

Drawers/shelves can be on left or right
Can select either shelves
(fixed or adjustable) or drawers

BIR 06
Top shelf, single hanging rail to one
side, double to other and one bank of
shelves/drawers
LIN 03

Drawers/shelves can be on left or right

4x fixed shelves to one side,
top shelf only to other (broom)

Broom section
can be either side
of fixed shelves

Can select either shelves
(fixed or adjustable) or drawers

BIR 07
Top shelf, single hanging rail and
shelves/drawers to both sides
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Australian Owned & Made
Bradnam’s products are proudly made
in Australia and designed specifically
to meet all Australian conditions.
Product availability, pricing, features, options, sizes,
configurations and performance are subject to regional
variations, design requirements and building codes.
Images are for illustration purposes only and may not
accurately represent the product. Bradnam’s Windows
& Doors reserves the right to change, alter or delete any
aspect of this product without notice. We recommend
visiting a Bradnam’s showroom before ordering to view
colour swatches, glass samples and actual products.
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